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GLORIA MANOR—Top-Class Accommodation in Kenting
Modern Taiwan, Exquisite Culture, Splendor of Nature
Once you’re done with sea, sun, and sand, what other surprises does Kenting have in store
for the visitors? Let GLORIA MANOR show you another side of this tropical destination. Located in Kenting National Park and neighboring major tourist attractions like Sheding Nature Park
and the Sika Deer Restoration Area, GLORIA HOTEL GROUP worked with Pingtung Forestry
Management Office and transformed what was once former President Chiang Kai-shek’s southern residence of choice into GLORIA MANOR in 2012.
The property and facilities were restored and rebuilt, with the concept of “Unified with Nature”, to bring a new life, a new soul to the place. The tranquility, ease, and nostalgia from the
old presidential residence times give this place its high-quality of accommodation and a profound history. It has received praise from tourists who appreciate exquisite travels and design
awards around the world. In addition to being the only awardee in Taiwan of Red Dot Design
Award in 2014, GLORIA MANOR also earned TripAdvisor’s certificates of excellence in three
consecutive years, and listed as the most popular hotel in Pingtung. In 2017, GLORIA MANOR
became a member, the only one in Taiwan as well, of Design Hotels™, and was selected as the
World’s Top 10 National Park Hotels, the only one in Asia, in the same year.
Unified with Nature While Experiencing the Local Beauty
GLORIA MANOR was designed with an overall concept of “Unified with Nature”, and simultaneously integrated with local characteristics and modern constructing techniques. The
abundant traditional Taiwan elements, such as bamboo, lanterns, and hexagonal floor tiles standing for longevity, are the symbols of the fusion of those two and also the heritage of Taiwan’s
bamboo wearing skill. The space that best demonstrated Taiwan traditions is the lobby, such as
the ceiling that represents the “rice sieve” widely used in Lantern Festival and weddings. It was
made by a master from Chushan and comprised two layers, the triangularly weaved inner layer
and the hexagonally weaved outer layer. Also, the gray, hexagonal floor tiles symbolizes tortoiseshell and stands for longevity. The black triangular tiles interlaced depict the landscape of Mt.
Dajian nearby. All these details were thoughtfully arranged to transfer them into the impression
of modern Taiwan, showcased in the lobby, restaurant and guest rooms. On the first floor, the

study of former president Chiang Kai-shek was kept with original books, stationary and furnishings, and is open to the public in order to preserve these relics and amplify the cultural depth of
GLORIA MANOR.
Guest Rooms Designed with Seasonal Sceneries of the South & Natural Elements
There are 60 guest rooms in 8 types, including suites and rooms, and also an outdoor swimming pool facing Mt. Dajian in which our guests can rest and relax. The extensive use of large
windows allows the scenery of the South in different seasons pour into the rooms, and creates a
soft and warm atmosphere with the green color decoration and mild lights. The President Suite,
true to its name, allows a close contact with the nature from its spacious balconies with beautiful
view of the mountains, and from the transparent patio.
Enjoy the Art of New Taiwan Cuisine with All-Day Menu from MU RESTAURANT
Taking in the outdoor scenery with frame-like French windows and sunken seatings, MU
RESTAURANT and MU LOUNGE are privileged to have the picturesque view of Mt. Dajian
and Big Bay. In the daytime, you can start your day under the sun with breakfast by the outdoor
pool and the company of mountains, seas and the nature. In the nighttime when all is quiet and
the breeze is blowing, you can have a candlelight dinner on the top floor with a reservation, and
savor the romantic moment under the Southern starry sky.
The culinary team, led by our Culinary Director, Fudy Chen, has redefined the restaurant's
philosophy and interpretations of the ingredients we use. With carefully selected ingredients
from our house herb garden and local farms, we combined the action of reducing CO2 emission
by shorten the transporting distance with the idea of organically “Not in Season, Not on Menu”.
As we creatively fuse the local delicacies and tell the stories of these cuisine, we also take contemporary hand-made dishes to a brand new level and bring the thorough, 5 senses experiences
of new Taiwan Cuisine to our guests.
Multifunctional Park, Where the Nature Becomes the Best Classroom
Designed with the nature as the background, multifunctional park comprises two areas: outdoor and indoor. The outdoor area is densely forested in which visitors can take a pleasant walk
to enjoy the flora and fauna as the butterflies collecting nectar, insects and birds chirping, and
flowers blossoming. Around the area, information signs are posted with detailed introductions of
regional flora and fauna, and make the nature the best classroom. Inside the indoor area, the ecological experiencing room is decorated with eco-system display wall, large display panel and interactive devices such as iPad, food chain wall, introduction film, reading area, and topo-

graphical, geological exhibition of Kenting. All these are designed to help visitors learn more
about the history, the eco-system, and geology of Kenting. Also on display is the wall of historical evolution of Kenting Residence to show the glory of its old times. Children’s ecological interactive room is equipped with building blocks, jigsaw puzzles, board games and other educational toys, and DIY courses are also provided without fixed schedule to let the families experience the beauty of nature through interactive games and these courses.
In addition, GLORIA MANOR also collaborates with local eco-studio to provide various
year-round and seasonal activities for visitors to experience different ecological, natural aspects
of Kenting in their every visit. Year-round events including sighting of sika deers in Sheding Village, and seasonal events including the autumn spectacle of falcon congregation over Lanren
Creek, as well as rice planting and harvesting, fruit picking, crab watching… All of these are for
visitors to have unforgettable memories of Kenting regardless of the season.
Ultimate SPA Experience from Luxurious Swiss Brand SPA By Valmont
An exclusive corner saved for our guest among the mountains and seas, with greenery and
chirping of birds, where you can have the ultimate SPA experience. As the only hotel in Taiwan
cooperating with VALMONT, Swiss top brand in DNA anti-aging, GLORIA MANOR provides
the indulgence of VALMONT skin care products, stress-releasing treatments and 100% Swiss
professionalism. The special, exclusive “butterfly drainage technique” back massage will reconnect you with the primitive force of life, rebalance your mind, body and soul, relieve the fatigue
of travel, and reach a complete relaxation in this secret retreat in Kenting.
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